LEATHER COLOUR SWATCH – Dec 2018/2019 - INCL NEW COLOURS

Please note that the swatch colour here is only indicative of the leather colour. Each hide as it is tanned is subject to colour variations. Leather by nature of being a natural material has marks, slight creases and flaws and varied colour. We use premium leather but variations may occur. It is impossible to guarantee the exact colour match to the swatch and please note that monitors also vary the way colour is presented. Colour availability may also vary, we recommend choosing two colours. www.tanaandhide.com

LAMBSKIN LEATHERS

# 3 TURQUOISE
# 8 BURNT ORANGE
# 10 NEW ELEPHANT
# 17 CHARCOAL (shimmer)
# 24 SKY

# 29 GOLD METALLIC* (shiny)
# 30 SILVER METALLIC* (shiny)
# 55 CREAM
# 59 FORREST
#62 CADMIUM
#211 WOLF GREY (cow)  #229 ARMY GREEN (new cow)  #239 SEAWEED (new goat)  #243 FROST (new cow)

#236 GRAPHITE (new goat)  #237 CIDER (new goat)  #225 HICKORY (new goat)  #222 PECAN (new cow)
#247 KALAHARI SAND (NEW)
#191 COCONUT (cow)
#194 CHILLI PEPPER (goat)
#196 COBALT (goat)
#250 AIRFORCE NEW (cow)
#202 BLACK NAPPA (cow)
#228 PRUSSIAN (cow)
#240 CEDAR (goat)
Please note this swatch will view differently on various monitors and the colour is indicative only. We can not guarantee supply of all colours at all times.

LAMBSKIN: lightweight, soft and supple with minimal texture
EXTRA COST APPLIES TO GOAT & COW LEATHER
GOATSKIN: thicker than lamb, more texture, lighter than cow and durable
COWHIDE: thick, firmer, textured and heavy duty. Better for long lasting bags and totes